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WARDROBE

polytec’s Wardrobe range comes in a variety of styles and finishes and is the quintessential 

ingredient when it comes to organising your possessions – or concealing them. polytec 

supplies a wide range of affordable wardrobe solutions that will suit all budgets. Choose 

from our decorative and durable Melamine board, striking Aluminium framed glass doors 

or the Ravine range. 

New to the polytec Melamine range, the Woodmatt finish offers a subtle woodgrain embossing 

with an overall matt surface to look and feel like a true veneer, setting a benchmark in Australian 

made door and panel manufacturing.

polytec’s Ravine range showcases the best natural touch timber surface lightly coloured with 

warm and inviting shades.

The Aluminium range provides the ultimate blend of design functionality and visual 

appeal. All Aluminium doors are inserted with laminated safety glass for a longer lasting 

finish and maximum scratch resistance.

At polytec we strive to provide beautifully crafted decorative surfaces of unmatched quality.  

With an outstanding array of colours, styles and finishes, the polytec range of products offers 

you the right surface for all of your storage solutions.
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Wardrobe in MELAMINE Antico Oak Woodmatt.
polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure. 

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.

and require more care and maintenance.

MELAMINE Woodmatt wardrobe range

9mm MDF available in 2700 x 1200mm.

16mm MR-MDF available in 3115 x 1200mm, and 2400 x 1200mm in select colours.

Coastal Oak

Antico Oak

Notaio Walnut

Estella Oak
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Doors in ALUMINIUM 42mm Satin Aluminium frame 

with Starphire White glass.

Wardrobe in MELAMINE Truffle Lini Matt.Wardrobe in MELAMINE Estella Oak Woodmatt.

MELAMINE wardrobe range

9mm MDF available in 2700 x 1200mm, and 2400 x 1200mm in select colours.

16mm MR-MDF available in 3115 x 1200mm, and 2400 x 1200mm in select colours.

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.

and require more care and maintenance.

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure. 

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Polar White Classic White

Marni LiniClassic White

New Antique White

Gesso LiniAntique Rocco Lini

Porcelain

Stone Grey Truffl e Lini
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Wardrobes in RAVINE Black Wenge.

RAVINE embossed wood grain wardrobe range

9mm MDF available in 2700 x 1200mm.

18mm MR-MDF available in 2400 x 1200mm, and 3115 x 1200mm.

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure. 

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.

and require more care and maintenance.

Natural Oak

Tessuto Milan

Maroso Milan

Black Wenge
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Wardrobe in RAVINE Natural Oak.

Wardrobe in RAVINE Black Wenge.

Wardrobe in RAVINE Maroso Milan.

OUTSIDE COVER:

INSIDE COVER:

polytec do not recommend the use of Melamine products in a sliding or non-fixed application (hinged) unless  

the use of a mechanical stabilising system is fit.

Your polytec doors and panels are made from a Moisture Resistant Medium Density Fibreboard (MR MDF), 

but as with many wood based panels, they are not waterproof. Care should be taken to wipe up spills 

immediately, ensuring the doors are not exposed to high or continuous levels of moisture, steam and humidity.

polytec doors and panels should be cleaned by wiping down with a white damp soft cloth and warm 

soapy water. For more stubborn stains use a mild household cleaning spray. Always ensure you refer to the 

recommendations provided by the manufacturer of the cleaning product before use.  

By following these simple steps you should retain a beautiful wardrobe surface for many years.

Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning information. Darker colours will show superficial 

wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces and require more care and maintenance.

The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing. However, they 

should only be used as an indication of actual product colour. To order your free colour sample visit 

www.polytec.com.au. polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure, 

to view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au

The use of our current colour samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would expect to receive. 

polytec does not guarantee exact colour matches across product ranges due to colour variation in each 

product group.

CARE

GREEN
polytec is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. It is an intrinsic part of the way we 

do business daily. Our decisions are made so that they have minimum negative impact on the environment. 

Our product is manufactured from managed and renewable plantation pine, and on request can be 

purchased as Responsible Wood chain of custody certified. All polytec board products are manufactured 

from E0 or E1 MDF.

We manage waste responsibly through numerous recycling programs including aluminium and metals, 

used oils and timber waste is recycled back into energy. We subscribe to local government environmental 

initiatives and voluntary audits as well as our own internal Energy and Carbon Management Policy (ECM), 

which aligns with the Australian Government’s Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program.

polytec doors and benchtops are Australian Made & Owned.
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